Introduction
In the operator algebra B(ßf), there is a nice result that a unitary operator on an infinite-dimensional Hubert space ßf is a product of at most four symmetries (selfadjoint unitaries). This was proved by Halmos and Kakutani [4] . This result was extended by Fillmore [3] to properly infinite von Neumann algebras. This prompted Berberian [2] to ask the following:
Open problem. Can a unitary of a properly infinite A W*-algebra be expressed as a product of four symmetries?
The technique employed in [3] involves availability of the action of an element of a von Neumann algebra on a vector. Such actions of an element on a vector are not available for Baer *-rings. In this paper, using purely algebraic techniques, we show that for certain Baer *-rings, a unitary can be written as a product of at most four symmetries and as a consequence we affirmatively answer the above open problem.
All the terms that we have used in this paper are as per [2] . We shall not repeat the definitions of these terms. However, we may explain such concepts and notation that we mention but which do not appear in [2] .
New concepts and preliminary results
We begin with the definition of a new concept:
2.1 Definition. A *-ring A is said to satisfy the existence ofnoncentral projection axiom (briefly, the (ENCP)-axiom) if for every element x £ A , there exists a noncentral projection p, which commutes with x .
2.2 Remark. Clearly any abelian *-ring will not satisfy the (ENCP)-axiom. The question that arises is whether every nonabelian AW*-algebra satisfies the (ENCP)-axiom. We see that this is true. Proof. This can be proved by the same way as the lemma in [3, p. 897] by using (ENCP) and (GC). D 2.5 Remark. The above lemma could be proved using the weaker axiom of "Weak Generalized Comparability" (WGC) [1] . A ring is said to satisfy the Weak Generalized Comparability axiom (briefly, A satisfies (WGC)) if for every projection e, there exists a central projection h such that he^h(l-e) and (1 -A)(l -e) ¿ (1 -h)e.
But in the theorems that follow, (WGC) cannot be used. The next remark is required several times.
2.6 Remark. If p is a properly infinite projection in a Baer *-ring A with the parallelogram law (P) and if px, p2, ... are projections in A with pn <p for all n , then supp" ¡¿ p . Indeed, using the fact that (P) implies (GC) for Baer *-rings [7, Theorem 2.1], the above remark can be proved in the same way as the remark in [3] , by using (P) and [2, Theorem 1, p. 103]. 
A UNITARY AS A PRODUCT OF SYMMETRIES
We now proceed to prove some main results which are the stepping stones to the stipulated result.
Theorem. Let A be a finite Baer *-ring with (GC) and satisfying (ENCP).
Let x be a normal element in A and q be a projection in A. Then there exists a projection p £ A such that p ~ q and px = xp. Proof. This theorem can be proved in the same way as [3, Theorem 1] by using the following facts: Proof. By Theorem 3.3, there exists a sequence {p" : -oo < n < oo} of orthogonal, equivalent projections each commuting with the unitary u and with sum 1. For each n, select x" £ A with x*x" -p" and x"x* -pn+x . By Lemma 2.7 there exists a unitary v such that vp" -pn+xv -xn . Let w -v*u. Then v and w are unitaries. We next show that each is a product of two symmetries. We have vkpnv~k = pn+k for each integer k, since vpnv~x = pn+\ and v~xp"v =pn-X . We put wn = vx-2np" . Then w*wn = pn and w"w* = pX-" . By Lemma 2.7 again there exists a unitary s such that spn = pX-"s = wn . Moreover, we have s = s*, since p"s = u>,_" = v2"-xpx-n = (v2n-xpx-nvx-2n)v2"-x =pnv2"-x = w*n=pns* for every n and supp" = 1. Hence, s is a symmetry.
Next, we put w" = v~2npn . Then u*nu" = pn and unu*n = p_" . By the same way as above, there exists a symmetry t such that tpn = p-"t = u" . Then we have st = v , since Stpn = SUn = SV~2np" = SP-"V~2" = W-nV~2n = VX+2nP-nV~2n -Vpn.
Similarly we can express w asa product of two symmetries, for we have p"w = pnv*u = v*pn+xu = v*upn+x = wpn+x.
Finally, since u = vw , u is expressed as a product of four symmetries. D 3.5 Corollary. A unitary of a properly infinite A W*-algebra can be expressed as a product of four symmetries.
Proof. (LP ~ RP) holds in any AW*-algebra; see [5, p. 44] . Also by Proposition 2.3 any nonabelian AW*-algebra satisfies the (ENCP)-axiom. Hence the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied in a properly infinite AW*-algebra and the conclusion follows. D
